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Open-Ocean Deep Convection
Explored in the Mediterranean
The THETIS G roup

Open·ocean deep convection Is a lillleunderstood process occurring in winter in
remote dreas under hosllle observation cond11ions. for example, in the Labrador and
Greenland Seas and near the Antarctic conti nent. Deep convt:Cllon is a crucial link in the
"Great Ocean Conveyor Belt" IBroecker,
19911. uansformmg poleward flowing warm
surface waters through atmosphere-ocean
intetact1on into cold equatorward flowing
water masses. Understanding its physics.
interannuaJ variations. and role in the global
thermohaline circu lation is an important ob1ective or climate change research.
In convection regions, drastic changes in
water mass propcnies and distribution occur
on scales o f 1~100 km. These changes occur quickly and are difficult to observe with
co11vt•nt1onal oceanographic techniques.
Aµart from ol>:.ervinR the development of the
tlcq, 1111xci.J 1•uld1 uf l11J111oge11eou:. WJler
itself, processes of interest are convective
µlurm::. 011 scdles < I km and vert1eetl velocities of :.everal cm s 1 (Schou et al., 19941
I.hat quickly mix water masses vert ically, and
ms1ab1hty processes at the nm of the convec1io11 region that expedite horizontal exchanges or convected and background water
ffidS:.es leg., Guscard, 1978).
Ocean acoustic tomography may help
measure tht: three-dimensional development
or convection regimes. Two acoustic tomogra!Jhy expenmcnt.s were recently carried out
in the Greenland Sea [Worcester et al.. 1993)
and in the northwe:.tem Med.iterranean.
The second, named th e Theoretical and
Experimental Tomography in the Sea Experiment (THETIS), was carried out from Norember 1991 lo April 1992 in cooperation with
groups from several European laboratories.
Ocean acoustic tomography was applied in
conjunction with conventional and advanced
physical oceanography observations 10 mea:.ure the effects of deep convection on the
water mass distribution and resulting circula11on 1n the Gulf of Lions (Figure la) .
The northern Mediterranean current, flowing wc:.tward along the southern coast o f
France and recirculating partially eastward
nort h or the &leares. causes uplift of the
density surfaces m the center o f this cyclonic circulation cell.

The venical stratification is three-layered:
the surface-mixed layer is separa1ed from
weakly suatified deep walers by a warmer
and saltier intermediate layer at 150-500 m,
the Levantlne lntermediale Water (UW),
which originates in the eastern Mediterranean basin. When cold and dry offshore
winds. called " Mistral. " blow over this area,
the center of the dome where the surfacemixed layer is thinnest is lhe region where
deep convection is most likely to begin.
The deep-mixed region is centered near
42°N, 5°£ and can change size and shape
within weeks. The maximum extent as Observed in 1969 IMedoc Group, 1970( and
1987 lleaman and Schott. 199ll(rererred to
as LS91 and SL.91 in the followi ng) are
shown i n figure l a. A meridional density
section through the region along 5°E (figure
I b) shows the preconditioning dome in November 1991 and the ho111ogemu11on by
deep convection in late February 1992.
The field experiment (figure la) con·
s1sled of a tomography array of six transceivers for observing the large-scare evolulion,
covering the possible extent or the deepm1xed patch; a small-seetle mooring array
within the center of the patch to observe onset and the detailed three-dimensional evolution of the convection activity and plumes: a
boundary array across the northern current
to measure the cyclonic circulation and possible variations related to convection: and
ship surveys during different phases of the
winter period.
The small-scale array continuously monitored the vertical stratification over the depth
range where convection might occur. Hence
one station (Al . figure la) was equipped
with two lhermistor strings and conductivity/
salinity recorders at several depths.
Each station o f the small-scale array carried downward looking acoustic Doppler
current profilers (ADCPs) at 320-m depth
with a range of about 300 m. Stalion Al was
also equipped with an upward looking AOCP
to measure velocities in the mixed layer.
This ADCP also allowed measurements of
surface back.scatter, leading 10 information
on local winds.
Ship surveys were can ied out immediately alter deployment, 10 document strati fi -

cation and circulation dunng the precondi·
lioning phase. when pronounced doming or
the 1sopycnals usually occurs. Another ship
survey followed in Idle February. when the
main phase of convection Wd~ expected.
Gri d surveys and small-scale condu.ctivity·
temperature-depth (CTOJ work was done to
investigate the plume scale of convection
events. In April, during the re111eval cruise. a
last ship survey was carried out to investigate the final water mass and convection
status. Freons were measured on two or the
cruises to delineate convected water masse)
from the environment
The tomographic transceivers used in the
experiment had a range of about 300 km and
were deployed al 150-m depth, which allowed sampling of the surface. the UW, and
the deep layer. A technical failure of several
transceivers led to successive malfunction ol
the tomographic ~ystem tlurlll!! the prec:omh
tioning phase. Instrument pair T3 -T6 con11nued into early February. allcr wluch all sta
tions (except T4) were rellieved and
repaired.
The network wa~ back 1n operation at thl·
end of February. following the mam convec·
tion phase. Hence comparisons of tomo·
graphic inversions w1U1 oceanographic venfi
cation data are most complete for the first
phase or the experim ent and from the rede·
ployment of the repaired ~1a11ons until the
end of the experiment. Because the time se.1cs of sllltion pair T3 T6 CO\'Cred almost the
enure recording period, they were used 10
compare methods and verify the oceanographic " ground truth " data.

He;h Fluxes and CoovectJon

Apart from the gradual seasonal cooling,
several events of strong negative surface hea1
flux occurred in the Gulf of Lions during tht
winter of 1991/ 1992 Each event had a clear
signature in the oceanographic processes
observed. The events are seen in the air-sea
heat fluxes over the region (Figure 2a) taken
from the French Perldot weather model and
were associated with suong winds and cold
and/or dry air.
The first strong wind period or the season occurred in late December. At night
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time, air temperature minima combined with
hish wind speeds, causing larse sensible
and latent heat loss, totalins about 500 W/m 2
in the model time series. After December,
some intermediate cooling occurred in late
January and early February.
In mid-February, there was a Mistral
event with coastal nisht temperature minima
near 3°C; the Peridot model during this episode shows two 500 W/m 2 heat loss maxima
and our shipboard observations confirm
these values. By then, the stratification had
eroded so that the strong coolins could
break through the mixed layer and generate
deep convection. This was the main convection event.
The mean heat Huxes then gradually returned to positive values with increasing solar radiation, inte.rrupted by two other cooling periods in late March and mid-April. The
last cooling episode with Huxes of up to 600
W/m2 heat loss occurred from April 20 to 24,
but was not able to break through the already restratified water column.
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The strong cooling events have
imme·
diate effect on the vertical velocity either as
mixing/internal wave signals or due to the
deep convective motions. This is visible in
the time series of vertical velocity at the Al
mooring. figure 2a includes the variance of
this quantity and activity during the heat Hux
events is visible.
Detailed analyses show that the energy
maximum in December results from internal
wave variability in the stratified layer, while
the maximum during the deep convection
phase in February is due to vertically coherent cells of downward flow with weaker upward motions in between.
Figures 2b and 2c show the evolution of
temperature stratification in the region with
individual time series from the central mooring Al (Figure 2b) and as a contour plot of
the average from temperature sensors on
moorings A I and T3 in the south (Figure
2c). The subsurface temperature maximum
at 150-500 m depth represents the warm,
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salty UW layer. The initial cooling and wi nd
mixins dwing December besins to erode the
wann surface layer.
During January the upper-layer temperatwe decreases rurther until through the com·
bined effects of density increase and wind
mixing warmer LIW water is entrained up·
ward. This results in a phase of swface-temperature increase despite the ongoing cooling. Then, after the vigorous Mistral cooling
period of mid-February the temperature records show homogenized water down to below 1000 m. indicating that deep convection
has occurred.
The cruise in mid-February surveyed the
extent of the mixed patch. Judging from in·
creased surface salinity values mapped with
an underway thennosalinosraph, the mixed
resion reached from 42°3S'N to just south of
the ADCP array (Fisure la).
CfO casts revealed that convection only
reached depths of about 1600 min February
1992; in 1987, it had extended to more than
2000 m. further, as shown by the CTD-Toyo
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Fig. I . q) Circulation schematics, extent of deep-mixed regimes in
different yeaTS and THEnS a"ay 199111992. /nset shows orientation
of small-scale acoustic Doppler cu"ent profiler triangle deployed
near 42°N, S°E. b) Sedion of potential density, sigma-theta, along
5<J>E during the preconditioning phase (November 27- 28, 1991)
showing the "doming" (top) and homogenization alter deep con·
vection (February 2<>-22, 1992, bottom).
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Fig. 2. Time series of
various quantities
from convection region during winter
199111992. a) Net heat
flux over convection
region from Peridot
model at 42"N, S°E
and vertical velocity
variance from central
mooring (Al) at
140-m depth; b) time
series of individual
temperature sensors
on mooring Al; c)
depth-time contour
plot of mooring temperature time series,
averaged from positions Al and T3; d)
Tomography inversion
for average temperature between T6(AJ)
and T3, same presentation and color codes
as in part c.
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sections, the 1992 convection was a case of
"incomplete mixing," because signific.ant
three-dimensional differences in water mass
properties remained within the mixed re·
gime. Hence the convection region estimated by the surface salinity boundary in
Figure la is characterized by lack of the UW
layer intennediate maxima in temperature
and salinity rather than by complete hom<>geneity.
Two weeks after the convection, CID
profiles showed complicated vertical and
horizontal patterns, indicating horizontal exchange of convected and stratified water.
Acoustic transmissions averaged over these
and the above small-scale inhomogeneities.
yielding the range-average temperatures.
Thu s tomography provides smoother views
of the large-scale fields and helps estimate
the volume of convected water.

Tomographic Inversion Results
The data used in the tomography inver·
sions were travel times of acoustic arrival
peaks. They were first corrected for mooring
motion based on acoustic navigation of the
tomography moorings using bottom transponders. The arrivals represent individual
ray paths through different parts of the water
column and could be identified based on
initial or historical hydrographic background
infonnation. The acoustic arrival peaks were
tracked by a newly developed automatic rou-
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tine and time series of travel time anomalies
were detennined.
The travel time anomalies along the ray
paths were then inverted to yield the amplitudes of vertical sound speed anomaly empirical orthogonal functions (EOfs). The EOf
patterns were based on all CTD data collected during the five cruises.
With three to five of the EOFs the
changes between the preconditioning stratification, characterized by the intennediate
UW temperature maximum (Figure 2c), and
the various degrees of homogenization could
be well described. Thus the tomography data
yielded time series of the vertical temperature distribution averaged between mooring
pairs.
Though there are many tests for checking
tomography results obtained with other
oceanographic data, they have limitations
since tomography provides a different view
of the ocean than conventional ocean<>graphic measurements. A qualitative comparison is shown in figure 2d for the inversion
of station pair T3·T6, where color contour
plots are presented using the same color
scale and axes as for the mooring temperatures from stations T3 and T6. The moorings
have less complete vertical coverage since
they do not extend to the surface. Th<'rcfore
much of the surface layer evolution is lost.
In this environment, however, the tomography can sample the near-surface layer.
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Fig. 3. T3-T6 inversion temperature averages (relative 12.7K°C) for layers a, 0-150 m;
b, 150-500 m; and c, 0-1000 m, compared
with conductivity-temperature-depth station
estimates, when at least two CTD stations
were along the section.

The time series of the acoustic inversions

may be compared with hydrographic observations by forming vertical averages of various layers of interest. This has been done
for the surface layer (0-150 m), the UW
layer ( 150-500 m), and the deepest layer
sampled with the refracted rays (Ole water
column.
Figure 3 shows the temperature time series from tomography for these layers. The
agreement between tomography and cm
data in Figure 3 is good and always within
the error bars of the inversion. This is reasona~le coafinnation that the tomography
yielded reliable data.

Future Plans
A new project, TIIETIS-2, is applying
acoustic tomography across the entire western. Mediterranean from January through October 1994. The center of this experiment is
a more powerful sound source with about
IOOO-km range. The project will measure
seasonal stratification and heat storage
changes and estimates of the skill at deter·
mining three-dimensional basin averages.
Eventually, interior basin measurements will
be tied together with inflow/outflow observa-
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tions and surface heat ftuxes.
. Future plans or investigators cooperating
with THETIS rocus on studying deep water
production and redistribution in the west.em
subpolar Atlantic on an interannual basis.
Here the methods demonstrated in the Mediterranean convection regime can be applied
to one or the important source areas or conveyor belt variability.
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